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Abilities in GUMSHOE break down into 
two main categories: the Investigative 
abilities you use to gather the 
information you need to figure out what 
the opposition is up to and how to stop 
them; and the General abilities that 
allow you to survive the investigation 
and win the confrontation.

The rules don’t care whether your 
high Athletics rating comes from years 
of military training or just natural grace 
and speed. Similarly, whether you’re an 
intuitive genius or a plodding, meticulous 
scholar is irrelevant in gauging your 
Archaeology ability. You can decide 
such things while personalizing your 
character. What matters is what you can 
accomplish; how you accomplished it is 
up to you.

Ability descriptions consist of a 
brief general description, followed by 
examples of their use in an operation. 
Creative players should be able to 
propose additional uses for their 
abilities as unexpected situations 
confront their characters.

Certain specific actions may overlap 
between several abilities, ideally 
providing many possible ways forward 
in the scenario and giving many players 
a shot at the spotlight. For example:

 you can enhance image resolution 
with Data Recovery, Electronic 
Surveillance, or Photography.

 you can analyze (or synthesize) 
a designer drug with either 
Chemistry or Pharmacy.

 you can identify a smuggled artifact 
with Archaeology, Art History, 
or possibly Occult Studies.

 you can tell what gun made that exit 
wound with Criminology, Forensic 
Pathology, or Military Science — or 
with an investigative use of Shooting.

 you can pick out the real leader 
of a Chechen gang with Human 
Terrain or Streetwise.

 you can bluff your way into a 
hospital with Bureaucracy, Diagnosis, 
Forgery (for a plausible ID badge), 
or an investigative use of Disguise.

Some abilities, like Notice and Research, 
are broadly useful, and will crop up 
constantly. Others may be called for 
many times in the course of one scenario, 
and not at all in others. When building 
your character, strike a balance between 
the reliable workhorse abilities and their 
exotic, specialized counterparts.

Investigative  
 
Abilities  
Any rating in an Investigative ability 
indicates a high degree of professional 
accomplishment or impressive natural 
talent (see p. 10). If you have an 
ability relevant to the task at hand, you 
automatically succeed in discovering 
any information or overcoming any 
obstacles necessary to propel you from 
the current scene further into the story.

Each rating gives you a pool of points 
to spend in situations related to its base 
ability. You may ask to spend points 
to gain special benefits. Sometimes the 
Director will offer you the chance to 
spend points. In other circumstances she 
may accept your suggestions of ways to 
gain special benefits. (See p. 45 for 
more on spends.) Use them wisely; 
spent Investigative points do not return 
until the next operation begins.

abilities

 Alternates: Disguise, Explosive 

Weapons Training (see p. 76)

Wheel Artist
Defensive, security, and stunt driving 
courses are not entirely uncommon, 
in Europe or America. Europe also 
has thriving motor sports, film, and 
kidnapping industries, all of which 
produce excellent drivers. While the 
dedicated “wheel man” is more usual in 
criminal conspiracies than intelligence 
ops, clandestine missions likewise 
depend on speedy exits when they don’t 
go entirely as planned. This Background 
is a double threat with Watcher or Mule.

 Union Corse car 

thief, DGSE “Action Division” driver, 

U.S. Diplomatic Security driver, 

Deutsche Bank-provided chauffeur.

INVESTIGATIVE ABILITIES: Cop Talk 2,  

Streetwise 2, Urban Survival 2

 Alternates: Electronic Surveillance

GENERAL ABILITIES: Driving 10,  

Mechanics 4, Piloting 4

 Alternates: Sense Trouble, Surveillance

Wire Rat
In the clandestine world technical 
experts, as distinct from hackers, are 
almost always “nuts and bolts” electronics 
specialists, with a side of metal shop. 
Building bugs or guns into innocuous 
objects is another wire rat specialty in 
spy thrillers, as is general gadgeteering. 
This Background works well not only 
combined with the Hacker but with 

the Black Bagger: cutting alarms and 
cameras is the first half of breaking and 
entering. It supercharges Bang-and-
Burners and Watchers.

 GRU or DGSE 

comms expert, Interpol security 

systems consultant, Metropolitan 

Police CCTV installer, MI6 bug-

sweeping “ferret,” Mossad technical 

INVESTIGATIVE ABILITIES: Chemistry 

1, Data Recovery 2, Electronic 

Surveillance 2, Notice 1

 Alternates: Architecture, Photography

GENERAL ABILITIES: Conceal 3, 

Mechanics 6, Preparedness 5

 Alternates: Explosive Devices,  

Surveillance
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Accounting (Academic)

You understand bookkeeping and 
accountancy procedures; you can read 
and keep financial records. You can:

 tell legitimate businesses 
from criminal enterprises

 reconstruct financial histories 
from old records (uncovering, 
say, slave-trading or smuggling)

 spot the telltale signs of 
embezzlement, bribes, 
blackmail, or shell companies

 track payments to their source
 launder funds and set up 
numbered accounts

 interact with bankers and money 
launderers as a professional equal

Archaeology (Academic)

You excavate and study the structures 
and artifacts of historical cultures and 
civilizations. You can:

 tell how long something has been 
buried and date its construction

 identify artifacts by culture and usage
 distinguish real artifacts from fakes
 navigate inside ruins and catacombs, 
including finding secret doors 
and hidden construction

 describe the customs of ancient 
or historical cultures

 spot well-disguised graves and 
underground hiding places

 interpret site maps and 
archaeological dig records

 estimate the market value 
of, and likely customers 
for, a smuggled artifact

 interact with archaeologists 
and museum curators as 
a professional equal

Architecture (Academic)

You know how buildings (and 
infrastructure generally) are designed 
and constructed. You can:

 guess what lies around the corner 
while exploring an unknown 
structure or sewer system

 deduce or discover where sewer, 
power, phone, cable, and gas lines 
enter or pass beneath a structure, 
and trace them within it

 rough out a floor plan and 
interpret blueprints

 judge the relative strength 
of building materials

 identify a building’s age, 
architectural style, original use, 
and history of modifications

 deduce the existence of 
hidden rooms, bricked-over 
sewers, or secret crypts

 construct stable makeshift structures
 identify elements vital to the 
structural integrity of buildings, 
sewers, dams, or bridges

 interact with architects and civil 
engineers as a professional equal

Art History (Academic)

You’re an expert on works of art 
(including the practical arts such as 
furniture and pottery) from an aesthetic 
and technical point of view. You can:

 distinguish real works from fakes
 tell when something has been 
retouched or altered

 identify the age of an object 
by style and materials

 accurately estimate the price of, and 
likely customers for, an objet d’art

 call to mind historical details on 
artists and those around them

 call to mind details of stolen 
or missing artworks

 interact with art collectors 
and museum curators as 
a professional equal

Astronomy (Academic)

You study celestial objects, including the 
stars and planets. You can:

 decipher astrological texts
 recall the phase of the moon 
and time of sunset and sunrise 
without looking it up

 use a telescope, including 
large reflectors

 plot the movement of stars and 
planets, including which ones 
are overhead at any given time

 predict eclipses, comets, meteor 
showers, and other regular 
astronomical phenomena

 calculate flight paths for 
ballistic missiles or rockets

Bullshit Detector (Interpersonal)

Not all lies are verbal. You can tell when 
a person is attempting to project a false 
impression through body language, 
using the human capacity to judge and 
sense motives and character. Basically, 
this ability allows you to tell if someone 
is lying to you, and (with a spend) make 
a decent guess about their motives. 
This doesn’t tell you what they’re lying 
about, specifically, or see through their 
lies to the truth.

This ability works best on nervous, 
guilty, or unpracticed liars, especially 
civilians or petty criminals.

Certain individuals — con men, 
actors, expert deep-cover agents, 
professional gamblers, and similar — 
may be so adept at lying that they never 
set off your built-in lie detector, or 
overload it by being “always on.” Some 
people believe their own falsehoods. 
Psychopathic and sociopathic personality 
types and brainwashed vampire cultists 
lie reflexively and without shame, 
depriving you of the telltale tics and 
gestures you use to sense when a person 
is deceiving you. Many of the undead, or 
those who have tasted their blood and 
been changed, will occasionally “read 
wrong,” but will similarly fail to send 
any useful signals to a human watcher.

You can also use this ability to cold-
read a mark for fortune-telling scams, 
phony séances or mentalist acts, and the 
like.

Why No Lying Ability?  

Unlike many other RPG rules sets, 

GUMSHOE does not treat lying as an 

ability unto itself. Instead characters 

employ it as a tactic while using 

any of the various interpersonal 

abilities. With Bureaucracy, you tell 

functionaries what they want to 

hear. A little Flirting convinces the 

attractive stranger you admire her 

politics. Using Interrogation, you 

convince suspects that you’re really 

just trying to help them out, and so 

on. There’s a little bit of deception in 

nearly every successful interpersonal 

interaction — at least that’s how it 

works for covert operatives.
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Bureaucracy (Interpersonal)

You know how to navigate a bureaucratic 
organization, whether it’s a government 
office or a large corporation. You know 
how to get what you want from it in 
an expeditious manner, and with a 
minimum of ruffled feathers. You can:

 convince officials to provide sensitive 
or inconvenient information

 gain credentials on false pretences
 find the person who really 
knows what’s going on

 develop and maintain contacts 
within a bureaucracy with which 
you have regular dealings

 locate offices and files
 borrow equipment or supplies
 convince third parties subject 
to a bureaucracy that you have a 
legitimate work order or request

Bureaucracy is not a catch-all information 
gathering ability. Bureaucrats wish to 
convey the impression that they are busy 
and harried, whether or not they actually 
are. Most take a profound, secret joy in 
directing inquiries elsewhere. When 

characters attempt to use Bureaucracy to 
gain information more easily accessible 
via other abilities (such as Research), 
their contacts simply lose the request 
and go to lunch early. For a contact who 
will really stick their neck out (so to 
speak), use the Network ability (see p. 
31).

Chemistry (Technical)

You’re trained in the analysis and 
manipulation of chemical substances, 
and have a working knowledge of 
such related sciences as biochemistry, 
genetics, geology, and metallurgy. Given 
suitable lab facilities, you can:

 among a wide variety of other 
materials, identify drugs, 
pharmaceuticals, toxins, and viruses

 create simple explosives, 
incendiaries, poisons, 
gases, and acids

 analyze unknown substances, 
soil samples, minerals, alloys, 
compounds, gene sequences, etc.

 match samples of dirt or vegetation 
from a piece of evidence to a scene

 perform chemical document 
analysis on ink or paper

 safely handle (or knowledgably 
advise against handling at 
all) hazardous materials

 interact with physical scientists and 
lab techs as a professional equal

Cop Talk (Interpersonal)

You know how to speak the lingo of the 
police, and to make them feel confident 
and relaxed in your presence. You may 
be a current or former cop (or national 
police agent), or simply pose as the kind 
of person they immediately identify as a 
solid, trustworthy citizen. You can:

 coolly ply cops for 
confidential information

 get excused for minor infractions
 imply that you are a 
colleague, authorized to 
participate in their cases

 tell when a cop is lying to you 
or holding something back

Criminology (Academic)

You study crimes, and the methods 
for solving crimes, from laboratory 
techniques to psychological profiling. 
You can:

 recall details of past art thefts, 
bank robberies, serial murders, 
and everything in between

 plan a criminal enterprise 
successfully

 make accurate guesses as to the 
upbringing and pathology of 
criminals or killers based on 
their known modus operandi

 predict criminals’ future actions 
based on their past behavior, 
researched or observed

 detail or predict the organizational 
structure, leadership, and activities 
of known organized crime rings

 note relationships between objects 
at a crime scene, reconstructing 
sequences of events

 transfer, take, and match 
fingerprints using the naked eye 
or software; you are familiar with 
all major fingerprint databases

 match typewritten materials to 
a given machine, handwriting to 
a known sample, tire tracks to 
specific models or vehicles, etc.
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forensic analysis without 
contaminating your samples

 perform ballistics and gunpowder 
analysis of bullets or other residue

 perform blood and fiber tests 
on crime scene evidence

Cryptography (Technical)

You’re an expert in the making and 
breaking of codes in any language you 
can read, from the simple ciphers of old-
school espionage to the supercomputer 
algorithms of the present day. Shown a 
code, you can guess who might be using 
it. Given some time and a dictionary, 
you may be able to puzzle out foreign 
alphabets, translating languages by brute 
force.

Data Recovery (Technical)

You use computer and electronic 
technology to retrieve and enhance 
seemingly inaccessible information or 
imagery on hard drives and other media. 
You can:

 recover hidden, erased, or 
corrupted computer files

 increase the clarity of audio 
recordings, zeroing in on 
desired elements

 strip and read data from 
key cards, SIM cards, RFID 
tags, and similar media

 miraculously find detailed, 
high-resolution images within 
a blurry video image or 
pixilated JPEG (Not  )

 interpret and enhance spy plane and 
satellite imagery intel (IMINT), or 
even provide a real-time feed from 
a series of satellite downlinks

Actually tasking a spy plane or satellite 
involves either Digital Intrusion (at 
very steep Difficulty), calling on your 
Network, or making a big Interpersonal 
ability spend.

Simply discovering information 
(including commercial satellite imagery) 
in a computer or electronic database 
is Research; illicit use of a protected 
computer system or database is Digital 
Intrusion.

Diagnosis (Academic)

You diagnose human disease, injuries, 
poisonings, and physical frailties, 
and may be broadly acquainted with 
veterinary medicine as well. At a rating 
of 2 or more, you may have a medical 
license. You can:

 diagnose diseases, poisonings, 
and other ailments

 prescribe treatment for a 
treatable condition

 deliver a baby
 identify the extent and cause of 
an unconscious person’s trauma

 detect when a person is suffering 
from a physically debilitating 
condition such as drug addiction, 
pregnancy, or malnutrition

 establish a person’s general 
level of health

 identify medical abnormalities
 understand medical jargon
 interact with medical 
professionals as a peer

At the Director’s discretion, you may be 
trained in a more complex specialty, as well 
as the sort of general practice indicated 
here. The Director may or may not allow 

very elementary Forensic Pathology (“the 
killer used a blunt instrument; death was 
instantaneous”) with this ability.

Electronic Surveillance (Technical)

You’re adept at the use of sound and 
video recording equipment to gather 
intelligence. Given proper gear, you can:

 trace phone calls and GPS signals
 plant secret listening devices 
or hidden cameras

 create ad hoc listening 
devices using cell phones or 
other street technology

 locate secret listening 
devices, sensors, or cameras 
planted by others

 make high-quality audio 
and video recordings

 enhance the quality of audio 
and video recordings, isolating 
chosen sounds or images

Discovering a bug on someone else is often 
a free core clue; discovering a bug planted 
on yourself or your fellow agents usually 
requires a 1-point spend of Electronic 
Surveillance or a Conceal test (see p. 
27).
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Actually tapping a phone line or 
fiberoptic cable requires an Investigative 
use of Mechanics. Evading electronic 
surveillance systems is almost always an 
Infiltration test.

Flattery (Interpersonal)

You’re good at getting people to help 
you by complimenting them, as subtly or 
blatantly as they prefer. You can quickly 
size up someone in conversation and 
discern areas of pride or of hidden shame 
(both susceptible to your approach).  
You can get them to:

 reveal information
 perform minor favors
 regard you as trustworthy

Flirting (Interpersonal)

You’re adept at winning cooperation from 
people who find you sexually attractive. 
You can quickly size up someone in 
conversation and develop a notion of 
their specific romantic or sexual tastes. 
You can get them to:

 reveal information
 help you in small ways
 date you

You can also spot romantic or sexual 
attractions or connections between other 
people by watching them interact.

It’s up to you whether a high rating 
in Flirting means that you are physically 
alluring, winning and charismatic, 
or simply exude a sexual magnetism 
unrelated to your looks.

Forensic Pathology (Technical)

You study crime scenes and perform 
autopsies on deceased subjects to 
determine their cause and circumstances 
of death. You can use skeletal evidence 
to reconstruct the physical details (age, 
sex, medical condition, sometimes 
occupation) of the deceased.

Among other things, your examination 
can identify:

 the nature of the weapon or 
weapons used on the victim, if any

 the approximate time of death
 the presence of intoxicants or 
other foreign substances in the 
bloodstream or on the skin

 the contents of the victim’s last meal

In many cases, you can:

 reconstruct the sequence of 
events leading to the victim’s 
death from the arrangement 
of wounds on the body

 determine time (and sometimes 
place) of death by studying 
the insects at the scene (or the 
eggs and larvae in the body)

 perform DNA analysis on samples 
found at crime scenes, matching 
them to samples taken from targets

Forgery (Technical)

You fake things. Given time, originals 
(or good images), suitable materials, and 
work space, you can:

 create a false passport, driving license, 
visa, or other government credential 
(see p. 27 for forged Cover)

 forge handwriting with a 
sample to work from

 fake a book, pamphlet, newspaper, 
or other published work

 forge a painting, sculpture, 
or other objet d’art

 artificially age paper and ink
 spot forgeries, and make intelligent 
deductions about the forger

 undetectably open and re-seal 
a sealed envelope, document 
pouch, or other “soft” container

 create an attractive, if 
uninspired, work of art on a 
subject of your choosing

It takes less time and effort to create 
a fake credential that will never be 
checked: an employee ID badge for 
an office building, a fake police shield 
to get past a doorman, etc. Such fakes 
often prove useful in getting into places 
to find clues; the forged equivalents of 
(or equipment for) investigative use of 
the Disguise ability (see p. 28). They 
don’t cost points if:

 They won’t pass a cross-check 
(essentially Cover 0); or

 They are needed to get a core clue.

For every rating point you have in 
Forgery, you may declare that you’re 
“untouchable” in one specific type 
of forged book, item, or document: 
American passports, black-letter 
German vampire pamphlets, late-period 

Gauguins, or Turkish entry visas. By 
narrative fiat, your work in that field 
cannot be detected as a forgery under any 
circumstances short of your confession. 
It is perfect. (That said, a perfectly 
forged passport with no electronic 
records backing it up will be put on a 
watch list sooner rather than later; such 
one-use “burn” passports essentially 
equal 1 point of Cover; see p. 27.)

You do not have to select your 
specific specialties until they come up 
in play, as long as you have the extra 
rating points. This does not represent 
a newly developed specialty, but rather 
something you just haven’t bothered 
to mention yet. As with Driving, 
Languages, and other similar abilities, 
you may want to keep “slots” open in 
Forgery so that during an adventure 
you can reveal that you’ve “always” had 
a stash of Romanian Foreign Ministry 
stationery handy.

The Director is always within her 
rights to reject any suggested forgery as 
unbalancing or impossible.

Counterfeiting
Forging currency requires specialized 
engraving machines and one-of-a-kind 
inks, papers, and digital microthreads 
in industrial quantity, not to mention 
a perfect plate (or digital file) to work 
from. The Director will likely rule that 
counterfeiting is impossible for player 
characters. Alternatively, in the interest 
of “thriller reality,” she might allow an 
agent with an open Forgery slot to hand-
counterfeit 2d6 thousand euro, pounds, 
rubles, or dollars — at the cost of a little 
extra Heat (see p. 87).

High Society (Interpersonal)

You know how to hang with the rich 
and famous, and how to chat them up 
without getting security called. You 
are comfortable with “old money” 
aristocracy, with the Davos elite, with 
the televised chattering classes, and with 
the crassest of nouveau riche vulgarians 
and celebutantes. Yachts, Gulfstreams, 
and Michelin-starred restaurants are 
your seeming natural habitat. You can:

 dress fashionably for any occasion
 get past the velvet rope at exclusive 
clubs and parties, or past the 
concierge at a four-star hotel
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 prepare a room for an 
interrogation session

 assess what lines of attack might 
work best on an individual subject

 recognize someone who’s 
been professionally trained 
to resist interrogation

 put someone on the defensive 
in an ordinary conversation

 know the laws regarding 
treatment of prisoners of 
war or criminal suspects

Intimidation (Interpersonal)

You elicit cooperation from targets by 
seeming physically imposing, invading 
their personal space, and adopting a 
psychologically commanding manner. 
Intimidation may involve implied or 
direct threats of physical violence, but is 
just as often an act of mental dominance 
such as a staredown or a well-directed 
taunt. You can:

 gain information
 inspire the target to leave the area
 anger the target into involuntarily 
revealing information

 quell a target’s desire to attempt 
violence against you or others

Languages (Academic)

For each rating point in Languages, 
you are verbally fluent and literate in 
a number of languages other than your 
native tongue:

For instance, Languages 2 gives you five 
languages besides your native one (+2 
for Languages 1, and then +3 more for 
Languages 2); at Languages 4, you can 
speak and read thirteen other languages!

You may elect to know an ancient 
language that is no longer spoken 
(Sumerian, for example), although 
the Director may disallow occult, 
antediluvian, or inhuman languages if they 
turn up in the course of the campaign.

the “areas, structures, organizations, 
cultures, people, and events” of a region: 
mapping and exploiting that terrain 
comprises disciplines like anthropology, 
sociology, theology, social psychology, 
political science, and propaganda.

As a trained and knowledgeable 
mapper of human terrain, you can:

 identify artifacts and rituals 
of living cultures

 describe and predict the customs of 
a foreign group or local subculture

 predict the behavior of a given 
crowd, mob, or militant faction

 supply information about 
religious practices and beliefs

 quote relevant tags from 
the major scriptures

 recognize the names and 
attributes of various saints, gods, 
and other figures of religious 
worship and veneration

 identify whether a given 
religious practice or ritual 
is orthodox or heretical

 identify temples, meeting places, or 
other locally important structures

 analyze political and social structures 
— including identifying key figures, 
rivalries, and weak points — in 
a given group or society: i.e., a 
warlord’s militia, an academic 
conference, a labor union, or a 
majority-Muslim banlieue in Paris.

 develop a strongly appealing 
political or religious message for 
a given subculture or society

 detect, or conspire at, 
election rigging

Interrogation (Interpersonal)

You extract information from subjects 
fearful of your authority, cruelty, or 
power. To use this ability, you must place 
the target in custody, or in a situation 
evocative of constraint and punishment. 
You might borrow an interrogation room 
from local cops, or construct a makeshift 
one in an abandoned shipping container or 
a disused Balkan cement factory. Through 
threats, persistence, and the occasional 
deception, you gradually establish a 
bond with your targets, convincing them 
to identify with you psychologically, and 
that giving up the information you seek 
— even if it’s a confession — is their only 
remaining option.

 drop brand names, allude to 
current trends, and generally 
blend in culturally with rich 
scenesters of all types

 identify the best wine, liquor, food, 
jewelry, and other luxury goods

 successfully schmooze for an 
introduction to, e.g., a celebrity, 
elected official, or financier

 recall specific or relevant 
gossip or news about the tastes, 
lifestyles, or sordid behavior 
of a rich or famous person

 know where and when the best 
parties, most culturally important 
openings, or other gala events 
in any city are due to happen

 score drugs or otherwise find the 
seamy side (if any) of high-society 
functions, happening nightclubs, etc.

 interact with the rich and 
famous as an accepted equal

Note that this ability does not necessarily 
convey any actual wealth or fame. The 
Director can, if she wishes, allow an agent 
to use family connections or a liberated 
Company slush fund to explain it.

History (Academic)

You’re an expert in recorded human 
history, with an emphasis on its political, 
military, economic, and technological 
developments. You are also an expert in 
the tools historians use: documents and 
books. You can:

 recognize obscure historical allusions
 recall important or relevant events 
in a given country, city, or region

 identify ancient languages and scripts
 perform textual analysis on 
a manuscript or book to date 
it or identify the author

 determine the age of a document
 tell where and when an object made 
during historical times was fashioned

 identify the period of an 
article of dress or costume

 interact with historians and 
similar academics as a peer

Human Terrain (Academic)

Modern counter-insurgency strategy 
calls for “human terrain mapping,” along 
with the more conventional physical 
terrain mapping involved in combat 
operations. The “human terrain” includes 

LANGUAGES 
RATING

ADDITIONAL 
LANGUAGES

1

2

3+

+2
+3
+4
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 argue with police and prosecutors
 interact with lawyers, 
magistrates, and court officers 
as a professional equal

Military Science (Academic)

You are a student of warfare, probably 
trained as such in a military academy. 
This expertise includes a knowledge 
of military history, strategy and tactics, 
and the weapons, technologies, and 
engineering techniques of the battlefield. 
You can:

 identify uniforms and insignia
 identify an unknown military or 
paramilitary force by examining 
the weapons they use

 deduce a soldier’s training 
and assignment history 
from his demeanor and use 
of slang and jargon

 spot weaknesses in an enemy’s 
fortifications or tactics

 note relationships between 
objects and damage at the 
scene of a firefight or battle, 
reconstructing sequences of events

 use Military Science as an 
interpersonal ability to interact with 
military and paramilitary personnel

Negotiation (Interpersonal)

You are an expert in making deals with 
others, convincing them that the best 
arrangement for you is also the best for 
them. You can:

 haggle for goods and services
 gauge likely prices of items, 
including what someone 
else will pay for them

 successfully and politely bribe a 
corrupt official or policeman

 mediate hostage situations 
or diplomatic crises

 sell something to a potential buyer
 swap favors or information 
with others

Notice (Technical)

You’re adept at casing a scene and at 
finding important clues. This is the 
generic ability for spotting a hidden 
clue, general situational awareness, 
or noticing a non-threatening visual 
anomaly. You can:

If an NPC is asking questions of a 

player character, the Director needs 

to step carefully to avoid breaking 

genre and breaking her game.

Outside a formal context, agents 

with Tradecraft, Bullshit Detector, 

or similar abilities notice someone 

casually pumping them, studying their 

body language, etc. Let the players 

decide whether (and what) to spill. 

Spends can suggest fruitful lies or half-

truths, or help determine what will 

make the problem go away.

work it as an Interpersonal or 

other ability use for the agent: At a 

diplomatic reception, the agents can 

use Reassurance or Criminology to 

evade questions about mysterious 

deaths; at the police station, use Cop 

Talk to brush off any questions or Law 

to get released without interrogation.

If a lengthy confrontation is 

unavoidable — say, if the agents are 

being questioned by VEVAK operators 

Getting Interrogated  

in an anonymous basement — then 

it’s not a contest any more, it’s a plot 

device. (But see Getting Captured, p. 

115.) Do what you must to get the 

story going rather than reveling in the 

agents’ helplessness — make it a ticking 

clock for the inevitable rescue: for each 

Interrogation point a captured agent 

spends, he can resist talking for one 

day (or one scene, depending on the 

Director’s dramatic timing). Alternately, 

just cut to a shove out of a moving van the 

next morning and the agents’ mysterious 

release. Any strange bite marks show up 

in the meantime? Needle marks where 

someone drew blood?

 In MIRROR mode campaigns, it is 

within genre for the agents to give up 

data to advance their own agendas, or 

after interrogation or capture. Even so, 

the Director should make sure at the 

beginning of the game that the players 

don’t mind such developments.

in common, you may disregard this 
conceit.) The Director may graciously 
offer players of native English-speaking 
characters one free language to balance 
this rule.

These language rules offer more 
languages per slot than standard 
GUMSHOE rules for the Languages 
ability, because the spy thriller genre 
embraces cosmopolitan settings and 
globetrotting transitions. And because 
“None of us speak Serbo-Croatian” 
adventures counter the player-
facing “always get the clue” ethos of 
GUMSHOE. Not to mention being 
tiresome to run and play.

Law (Academic)

You know the criminal and civil laws 
of your home jurisdiction well, and are 
broadly acquainted with foreign legal 
systems. At a rating of 2 or more, you 
may be (or impersonate) a bar-certified 
attorney. You can:

 assess the legal risks attendant 
on any course of action

 understand lawyerly jargon

Lip-reading counts as a single 
language, which you can use to read the 
lips of anyone speaking a language you 
understand. 

The Director may allow overlap 
between related languages — an agent 
fluent in Norwegian may plausibly 
claim to be fluent (or at least “mostly 
able to get by”) in Swedish, for example, 
without adding another rating point.

ASL may encompass other common 
sign languages at the Director’s option.

You may specify these when you 
create your character, or choose 
opportunistically in the course of play, 
revealing that you just happen to read, 
say, Basque, when circumstances require 
it. You are not learning the language 
spontaneously but revealing a hitherto 
unmentioned fact about your character.

To facilitate intraparty 
communication, all agents speak at least 
accented English for free, regardless of 
their native tongue. (If, for whatever 
reason, all the players select native 
Francophones, or Russian-speaking 
former Warsaw Pact operatives, or 
otherwise have a non-English language 
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 spot hidden objects or objects of 
interest (including bullet casings 
under a car, or drops of blood 
behind the desk) at a crime scene 
or other investigation site

 case a location to spot guards, 
cameras, rear entrances, security 
procedures, potential police 
response, weapon mounts, etc.

 note entrances and exits from rooms 
you’re in, and who’s near them

 notice signs of a previous 
search of the location

 find and transfer fingerprints, 
fiber evidence, or other 
physical clues in a scene

Spotting enemy surveillance or 
monitoring a location is Surveillance; 

sensing a sniper lurking in the shadows 
is Sense Trouble. Searching for a 
deliberately hidden object that is not a 
core clue is Conceal.

Occult Studies (Academic)

You’re an expert in the historical study 
of magic, superstition, and sorcery from 
the Stone Age to the present. From the 
Templars to Voodoo to the Golden 
Dawn, you know the dates, the places, 
the controversies, and the legends. You 
can:

 identify the cultural traditions 
informing a ritual by examining 
its physical aftermath

 guess the intended effect of a 
ritual from its physical aftermath

 fake a fortune-telling session, 
séance, or other occult activity

 read and cast a horoscope
 supply historical facts and anecdotes 
concerning various occult traditions, 
cult groups, demons, and legends

 identify occult paraphernalia, 
grimoires, symbols, and codes

 identify occult activities as the work 
of informed practitioners, teenage 
posers, or  vampires

This ability does not cover vampire lore 
per se, which is handled by Vampirology.

This ability does not allow you to work 
magic or summon supernatural entities, 
even if the campaign admits the existence 
of magic. You may believe in the occult 
or not; the skill functions just as well in 
either case.

At the Director’s discretion, this ability 
also covers UFO lore, cryptozoology, 
conspiracy theory, zero-point physics, 
and other fringe sciences. In a campaign 
heavily involving such matters, the 
Director may instead add a Fringe Science 
ability paralleling Occult Studies.

Outdoor Survival (Technical)

You have worked and lived outdoors 
and in the wild, possibly during a rural 
upbringing or extensive military service 
“in country.” You can:

 tell when an animal is 
behaving strangely

 tell whether an animal or plant 
is natural to a given area

 find edible plants, hunt, and fish
 ride a horse
 make fire and survive outdoors 
at night or in bad weather

 navigate overland, albeit more 
easily with a compass and a map

 track people, animals, or vehicles 
across grass or through forests

 hunt with dogs, including tracking 
with bloodhounds, assuming you 
have friendly dogs available

Pharmacy (Technical)

You are able to identify and compound 
drugs and medicines. You can:

 identify drugs and potions, and 
recognize their side-effects 
and contraindications
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 identify a drug addict after 
a brief interaction

 identify poisons and 
determine antidotes

 given the raw materials, manufacture 
morphine, heroin, cocaine, 
Ecstasy, methamphetamine, and 
other controlled substances

Photography (Technical)

You’re proficient in the use of cameras, 
including still, motion-picture, digital, 
and video photography. You can:

 take useful visual records of sites 
of interest or surveillance targets

 spot manual retouching or 
digital manipulation in a 
photographic or video image

 realistically retouch and 
manipulate images

 use filters and lights to 
capture images only visible 
in infrared or ultraviolet

 develop film if you’re, like, 
stuck in 1967 or something

Interpreting satellite or aerial photo 
imagery uses Data Recovery or the 
ability connected to the imagery’s 
subject: e.g., Archaeology for a dig site, 
Architecture for a terrorist compound, 
Military Science for a missile silo.

Reassurance (Interpersonal)

You get people to do what you want by 
putting them at ease. This may involve 
fast talk, genuine sympathy, or just a 
calming presence. You can:

 elicit information and minor favors
 allay fear or panic in others
 convince frightened or 
worried witnesses that they 
saw nothing unusual

 instill a sense of calm during a crisis

Research (Academic)

You know how to find factual information 
from books, records, official sources, 
and the Internet. You can ferret out 
information from collections of books, 
records, files, archives, newspaper 
morgues, or big piles of unsorted papers. 
If the information lies within, and you 
have access to the collection, you can 
find it. You’re as comfortable with a 
card catalogue and fiche reader as with a 

search engine. Your smart phone address 
book brims with exotic and informative 
contacts.

This skill covers any open source 
intelligence (OSINT); if the information 
is protected, you likely need Digital 
Intrusion, Infiltration, or an asset in place 
to get at it.

Streetwise (Interpersonal)

You know how to behave among crooks, 
gangsters, druggies, hookers, grifters, 
and other habitués of the criminal 
underworld. You can:

 deploy criminal etiquette to 
avoid fights and conflicts

 identify unsafe locations 
and dangerous people

 recall which gang or mafia 
claims a given area as turf

 deal with fences, black 
marketeers, drug dealers, 
arms runners, and so forth

 successfully price illegal goods such 
as drugs, stolen items, or weapons

 get hired for a criminal operation
 tell when practiced criminals 
and con men are lying, as 
with Bullshit Detector

 gather underworld rumors

Every player character begins with 1 
free point in Streetwise.

Tradecraft (Interpersonal)

You know how to utilize the techniques 
of conventional espionage agents, and 
how to talk to them if you must hold a 
meet. You can:

 set up and check a dead drop
 spot or conduct a brush 
pass or car toss

 determine which agency trained a 
covert operative by examining his 
tradecraft, surveillance methods, etc.

 identify good places for recognition 
signs, cleaning passes, etc.

 recall notorious or relevant episodes 
of spying, covert ops, etc.

 gather rumors in the 
covert ops world

 make contact with operatives 
without scaring them off

 convey information or 
threats elliptically without 
tipping off eavesdroppers

Every player character begins with 1 
free point in Tradecraft.

Traffic Analysis (Technical)

You know how to boil down a mass of 
data — probably raw signals intel, a 
tranche of phone records, or possibly a 
whole lot of surveillance tapes — and 
extract its meaning and patterns. Given 
the data, you can:

 determine which numbers in a 
set of phone records are calling 
who, when, about what

 determine which cars in 
a city’s traffic pattern are 
driving where, when, and how 
long they’re staying there

 find patterns in the data flow, 
e.g., more murders in August, 
or the same museum guard on 
duty during all the incidents

 work out the daily (and weekly, 
monthly, etc.) routine of an 
office, military base, museum, 
etc. and answer questions like: 
When is payroll made? Who 
takes delivery of parcels? When 
does the cleaning staff arrive?

 find anomalies in the data 
flow, e.g., missing records or 
“dogs that didn’t bark”

 find weak spots in security that 
follows a regular pattern

 identify the source of information 
(or disinformation) by tracking 
its route through the system

 assemble a communications 
or organizational picture of a 
social network such as a criminal 
conspiracy, academic email list, 
or division of border guards

Urban Survival (Technical)

You are familiar with working and 
living in cities, especially their seamier 
underbelly, possibly as the result of an 
urban upbringing or extensive police 
service walking a beat. You can:

 tell when crowds or passersby 
are behaving strangely

 tell whether a passerby or bystander 
is native to a given neighborhood

 cadge spare change, Dumpster 
dive, and otherwise survive 
on the streets if need be

 navigate an unfamiliar urban 
street layout and locate buildings 
without looking like a tourist

 find open manholes, dangling 
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6 fire escapes, and conveniently 

unlocked doors
 interact on friendly terms 
with the local homeless or 
vagrant community

 find (or avoid) a neighborhood 
where you can use Streetwise 
to good effect

Familiar Cities
In addition, you can recall specifics 
(streets, restaurants, short cuts, etc.) of 
any city you’ve ever spent more than a few 
days in, and are familiar with its layout, 
police patrol patterns, etc. If you need 
(or the Director wants you) to track such 
cities, add one city for each rating point 
in Urban Survival you have, and one city 
for each separate cover you invent using 
the Cover ability (see p. 27). As with 
Languages, feel free to save “unassigned” 
slots and add Familiar Cities retroactively 
at need. Alternately (or in addition), the 
Director may allow you to add any city 
to your Familiar City list by spending 1 
Urban Survival pool point.

Vampirology (Academic)

The subset of occultism dealing 
directly with vampires. You know the 
traditional lore from Hercegovina to 
Hammer Films, the great names, and the 
legendary spoor of the undead. You can 
tell actual vampire attacks from those of 
mere serial killers or the affectations of 
Goth wannabes.

Your popular knowledge may or may 
not initially apply to actual vampires, 
although as the campaign goes on, your 
Vampirology ability will apply to your 
monstrous foes.

In some campaigns, the Director may 
not allow this ability at character creation, 
either to maintain initial suspense or 
because very few spies know much about 
vampires. In such campaigns, players 
may buy Vampirology with experience 
after encountering vampires.

General Abilities  
General abilities use a different set of 
rules and are measured on a different 
scale than Investigative abilities. Each 
rating gives you a pool of points to 
spend in situations related to its base 
ability. Larger General ability pools 
mean more (see sidebar, p. 11) and 
give you more options and power in an 
action scene. You roll to succeed in a 
General ability against a target Difficulty 
Number. You may spend points from 
a General ability pool to increase your 

die roll, giving you a better chance of 
success. General abilities refresh during 
the operation, but you spend them faster 
during combats, chases, and other action 
scenes.

The two ability sets are handled in 
different way because they fulfill distinct 
narrative functions. The goal of any 
Night’s Black Agents operation is to 
solve a problem — uncover a mystery, 
plan a hit, thwart an atrocity — and 
then confront the forces behind it, or 
at least their tools and puppets. That 
confrontation must be suspenseful, which 
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is why General abilities have a possibility 
of failure. But the confrontation must 
also occur for the story to satisfy, which 
is why investigating the problem — in 
order to get to the confrontation — 
must succeed. A well-designed Night’s 
Black Agents scenario rewards players 
for cleverly or stylishly solving the 
mystery by making the confrontation 
more exciting, more survivable, or more 
intellectually interesting. (For more on 
scenario design, see p. 180.)

Many General abilities also function 
as Investigative abilities, either when 
used to gather a clue (rather than to 
overcome opposition) or to interact 
with people devoted to those abilities’ 
use: Hand-to-Hand, for example, can be 
used investigatively to infiltrate a dojo or 
gymnasium, and to gather information 
or gossip from the clientele or managers.

Cherries
Almost every General ability has a 
cherry, a feature that kicks in when 
the character has 8 rating points or more 
in it. Agents can always use that special 
benefit, even if their pool in that ability 
has dropped to 0.

 In DUST games, only the cherries 
marked with the DUST icon exist.

Athletics
Athletics allows you to perform general 
acts of physical derring-do, from running 
to jumping to throwing grenades to 
rappelling down the side of a building 
to dodging falling or oncoming objects. 
Any physical action not covered by 
another ability probably falls under the 
rubric of Athletics.

 Hard to Hit
If your Athletics rating is 8 or more, your 
Hit Threshold, the Difficulty Number 
your opponents use when attempting to 
hit you in combat, is 4. Otherwise, your 
Hit Threshold is 3.

Thriller Rules
An Athletics rating of 8+ also allows 
the Parkour option on p. 58 of the 
Thriller Chase rules and the Support 
Move option on p. 76 of the Thriller 
Combat rules, if your campaign uses 
them, and the Breakfall option on p. 
80.

Conceal
You can hide things from view and 
conceal them from search. Your methods 
might include camouflage, holding items 
out on your person, snaking things into 
drawers unobserved, building secret 
compartments into cars or briefcases, or 
even altering a thing’s visual signature 
with paint or plaster.

Among other things, you can also:

 discover things intentionally 
concealed, including bugs, 
cameras, or bombs

 mask an infrared or scent signature, 
given suitable equipment such as 
insulated cloth or coffee grounds

 efficiently pat down a target 
or, given time, conduct a 
thorough strip search

 “clean” a crime scene or safe 
house of evidence indicating 
your presence there

 detect signs of a previous 
careful, professional search

 plant a listening device, 
hidden camera, or bomb

Wiring or building a bug or hidden 
camera uses Electronic Surveillance 
or Mechanics. Setting a bomb uses 
Explosive Devices. Discovering a 
camouflaged object in a reconnaissance 
photo is Data Recovery. Tapping a phone 
or fiberoptic line is Mechanics.

Discovering a hidden clue (especially 
a core clue) comes under Notice.

You can also use Electronic 
Surveillance to detect bugs and cameras, 
especially those aimed at other targets.

Perfect Holdout
If your Conceal rating is 8 or more, 
you can hide a small object (e.g., knife, 
detonator, phone, lockpicks, .22 caliber 
pistol) on your person or in your clothing 
that cannot be found without an X-ray 
or strip search.

Cover
This ability represents your stash of 
cover identities. It works something 
like Languages in play; at any time, you 
may reveal or remember the existence 
of a cover identity that you established 
previously: perhaps during your old 
life, or while freelancing since, or even 
earlier during the campaign. Provide the 
Director with as many details as she needs 
to work it into the campaign. Assign each 
cover its own pool of points taken from 
your unassigned Cover pool; the “depth” 
of that cover identity corresponds to its 
point value. Tests of that identity — 
border crossings, gaining admission to 
restricted areas — will resolve as a test 
of that identity’s pool against a Difficulty 
(usually 4) dependent on the level of 
security and on the scrutiny aimed at 
your false identity.

To monitor a suspicious artifact 
smuggling ring, you need regular access 

in Florence. “Fortunately,” you tell the 
Director, “I still have a legend and papers 
for an art restorer named Bellamare, 
for a courier job I worked.” Of your 10 
Cover points, you put 4 into Bellamare’s 
identity, leaving you with 6 unassigned 
points in your Cover pool. To get access to 

2 points from Bellamare’s pool, and roll 
a 2, for a total of 4 and a success on the 

Higher Cherry Branches  

Directors interested in slightly less 

action-y action can raise the threshold 

for cherries (and for special thriller 

options, where relevant) to 12 or 

more rating points. This also increases 

niche protection, as individual players 

have to spend more to specialize in 

their favorite abilities, rather than 

building full-spectrum badasses.

Even if the Director raises the level 

for other cherries and options, though, 

an Athletics rating of 8 or more still 

provides a Hit Threshold of 4.

 Athletics Adds Life

If you have enough Athletics to spend, 

you get to use the crazy good combat 

maneuver Jump In (see p. 75). 

Between Jump In and Hard to Hit, if you 

don’t have an Athletics of 8 you should 

strongly consider what your tactics to 

stay alive will be in the midst of a chaotic 

encounter. Death comes swiftly and 

without hesitation to agents who can’t 

adapt when a situation doesn’t go as 

planned.
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8 Cover test. “Bellamare” can come and go in 

When that identity has exhausted its 
pool, it has been red-flagged in some 
security database, and the cover may 
fail at any time, or attract unwelcome 
attention from law enforcement, 
security agencies, or worse. A failed 
cover identity always attracts Heat (see p. 
87). You can, of course, use unassigned 
Cover points or experience points (see p. 
93) to “backfill” a strained Cover and 
add more points to its pool, if you decide 
it’s worth it.

Italy sooner than you’d thought. You want 
to use Bellamare’s passport to get on a 
plane at Da Vinci and head for Stockholm 
while things settle down. Just to be on the 
safe side, you put 3 more Cover points into 
Bellamare, for a total of 5 in that identity. 
Getting out of Italy is crucial; you spend 
4 points of Bellamare’s pool to do it. You 
roll a 3, and the plane takes off with you 
aboard. When you land in Stockholm, you 
have 1 point left in Bellamare’s pool, and 
3 points of unassigned Cover left.

Every player character begins with 
10 free points of Cover. Unlike other 
General abilities, Cover does not refresh 
during or after an operation; it can only 
be “refilled” with experience points.

Digital Intrusion
You can enter secure databases without 
formal access, and read, download, 
alter, or delete data and records therein. 
Among other things, you can also:

 monitor or even take control 
of electronic and computerized 
networks and systems, such as traffic 
signals, a building’s security system, 
or the RFID readers in a subway

 hack digital locks, assuming 
you can find access to them

 clone a cell phone’s SIM card
 write viruses, worms, or 
other hostile code to disable 
a computer system

 identify security flaws in 
a computer system

 piggyback on existing wireless 
or computer networks

 transfer electronic funds, book 
“free” plane tickets and hotel 

reservations, commit credit 
card fraud, and the like

 provide a digital “paper trail” 
for a forged identity (see 
Covers and Legends, p. 112)

 engage in funkspiel: impersonate 
another user’s electronic “fist,” 
sending pattern, or digital behavior

 blend in socially on hacker bulletin 
boards and at “Black Hat” conferences

The Difficulty for most Digital Intrusion 
tests against soft civilian targets is 2, 
especially for tests intended to provide 
a clue in a scene.

A failed Digital Intrusion test almost 
always attracts Heat (see p. 87). Even 
a successful Digital Intrusion test can 
attract Heat if it makes waves, steals 
valuable data (or cash), or otherwise 
has notable effects on the system or the 
outside world.

Cracker'sS Crypto
If your Digital Intrusion rating is 8 or 
more, you get 1 free rating point in the 
Investigative ability Cryptography. You 
can also encrypt your team’s electronic 
communications against all but 
government-level (NSA, GCHQ, MID, 
DGSE, GRU, Unit 8200, etc.) cracking.

Disguise
This is the skill of altering your own 
appearance, posture, and voice to be 
unrecognizable. Disguising others in 
anything more complex than a baseball 
cap or false mustache is good only for 
brief periods, as posture and body 
language are vital components in any 
successful disguise.

This ability also covers selling 
yourself as a different person: vocal 
mannerisms, altered body language, 
dress and motion sense, and realistic-
seeming reactions. This is how you 
pretend to be an arms dealer, museum 
official, or priest without actually 
having a Cover identity. (Uniforms or 
ID obtained with Filch or Forgery help 
with that, as does planted intel.) If the 
whole team has to dress up as priests 
to infiltrate the Vatican archives, use a 
piggybacked Disguise test to make sure 
nobody screws up.

Successfully disguising yourself 
as an actual person already known 
to those you’re interacting with is 

extraordinarily difficult. (Mission: 
Impossible style face masks are not 
standard equipment.) Brief voice-only 
mimicry pits you against a Difficulty of 
4. Face-to-face impersonation requires 
a successful roll against a Difficulty of 
7 for every five minutes of sustained 
contact between you and the object of 
your impersonation.

Disguise doubles as an Investigative 
ability when used to:

 create and maintain a cover 
identity among the unsuspecting

 impersonate a generic figure, 
such as a security guard, 
waiter, or messenger

 briefly misrepresent yourself, such 
as on the telephone or in a vestibule

This Investigative use of Disguise replaces 
the Impersonate ability in other GUMSHOE 
games.

Connected Cover
If your Disguise rating is 8 or more, 
you can use Cover pool points during 
play to create a connected cover 
identity. Where a normal cover 
provides potential or generic access, 
credentials, etc., a connected cover is, 
in addition, personally known to a given 
NPC. Then, within reason, describe the 
nature of the NPC’s previous feelings 
toward your new connected cover: 
respect, fear, appreciation, favors owed, 
favors wanted, etc. A connected cover 
identity does not require a Disguise test 
to “impersonate,” but you may have to 
disguise yourself out of character if you 
don’t want your new cover blown.

This is a way to get out of a tense 
situation: “Arpad, don’t you know 
me? It’s Suslov! We did that Trieste job 
together!” or infiltrate an organization 
once you’ve learned something about 
it: “Parenti, it’s Boyle. Word on the 
street is you’re looking for a hitter, and 
I’m between jobs at the moment,” or 
get close to a target: “But surely you 
remember me, Clive dear — it’s Sophia, 
from the World Bank!” The Director can 
reject a connected cover identity that 
seems abusive, but should not reject 
one merely because it makes her work 
a little harder to drop the hammer on 
the player.
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Driving
You’re a skilled defensive driver, capable 
of wringing high performance from even 
the most recalcitrant automobile, pick-
up truck, or van. You can:

 evade or conduct pursuit
 avoid collisions, or minimize 
damage from collisions

 successfully drive off-road without 
bogging down or wrecking, assuming 
even minimally hospitable terrain

 maintain high speed under 
unfavorable weather conditions

 perform jumps, drifts, reverses, 
and other driving stunts

 spot tampering with a vehicle
 conduct emergency repairs

Driving doubles as an Investigative 
ability when used to:

 evaluate or estimate the performance 
or condition of a motor vehicle

 predict, evaluate, or plan highway 
or Autobahn routes between cities

 determine the street value, visibility, 
or availability of a stolen vehicle

 interact with drivers and similar 
gearheads as a professional equal

For every additional rating point in 
Driving, you may add an additional motor 
vehicle type to your repertoire. These 
include: motorcycle, transport truck, bus, 
construction equipment, remote-control 
car or robot, snowmobile, motorboat, and 
jet-ski. You may choose exotic types, like 
hovercraft and tanks, although it’s best to 
wait until you actually have access to one to 
fill the slot. Like “new” Languages, a vehicle 
type added at an opportune moment does 
not represent suddenly learning to drive a 
bulldozer, but simply previous training or 
retroactive experience you’ve never had 
call to mention until now.

For aircraft and most watercraft, use 
Piloting (p. 32).

If you have both Driving and Mechanics, 
you can soup up a motor vehicle to increase 
its performance (see p. 102).

Grand Theft Auto
If your Driving rating is 8 or more, you can 
spend 1 Driving pool point to steal and 
start any standard civilian or police vehicle 
that you can drive. Armored limousines, 
super-luxury cars with digital keys, and 
other extraordinarily secure vehicles still 
require an Infiltration test to boost.

Thriller Rules
A Driving rating of 8+ also allows the 
Gear Devil option on p. 56 of the 
Thriller Chase rules, if your campaign 
uses them.

Explosive Devices
You’re an expert in bombs and booby-
traps. You can:

 defuse bombs and traps
 handle nitroglycerine or 
other dangerously unstable 
materials with relative safety

 given time, blow open safes or vaults 
without damaging the contents

 mix explosive compounds 
from common chemicals

 safely construct and detonate 
explosive devices or booby-
traps of your own

 implode, or selectively destroy one 
part of, a structure with explosives

 set a reliably hot and destructive fire

Explosive Devices doubles as an 
Investigative ability when used to:

 reconstruct exploded bombs
 for any bomb (exploded or 
unexploded), determine the 
method and  materials of the 
bomb-maker, and deduce his 
sophistication, background, and skill

 reconstruct burn patterns of a fire
 determine the method and materials 
of the arsonist, and deduce his 
sophistication, background, and skill

 interact with EOD technicians or 
bomb-makers as a professional equal

Conventional “all-purpose” explosives, 
especially military explosive devices, 
are standardized for safety and ease of 
handling in stress situations. Using a 
standard weight of plastic explosive and 
a detonator, a satchel charge, or thermite 
requires a Difficulty 2 test of Explosive 
Devices. Tossing a grenade (or a stick of 
burning dynamite) is an Athletics test; 
building a booby trap or setting a specific 
charge with either grenades or dynamite 
is much harder (Difficulty 4 or more).

Bigger Bang
If your Explosive Devices rating is 8 or 
more, you may spend 3 points from your 
Explosive Devices pool to add an extra 
die of damage to an explosive charge that 

you set, or 6 points to add 2 extra dice 
of damage. (See p. 67 for explosives 
damage.) This spend does not increase 
the result of your die roll.

Filch
Your nimble fingers allow you to 
unobtrusively manipulate small objects. 
You can:

 pilfer small items from desks, 
counters, crime scenes, or 
museum displays, even under 
the supposedly watchful eyes 
of a guard or policeman

 walk out openly with a briefly 
unguarded bulky and low-value 
item as if you were entitled to 
it; e.g., steal a security guard 
uniform from the locker room

 given a diversion, lift almost 
anything you can carry under 
your clothing; e.g., cut a 
painting out of its frame and 
stuff it under your jacket

 pick pockets
 slip cell keys from guards’ belts, 
lift ID badges from lapels, etc.

 surreptitiously relieve 
opponents of their weaponry

 plant objects on unsuspecting targets
 switch two similar objects (like two 
briefcases) without being noticed

Note that disarming alarms requires 
either a Digital Intrusion test (to disarm 
computer-controlled alarm systems 
remotely) or an Infiltration test. Picking 
locks is Infiltration.

No Slipups
If your Filch rating is 8 or more, you may 
spend points after rolling the die for a 
test. For every 2 Filch pool points you 
spend after rolling the die, you increase 
the die result by 1. This only applies if 
you are undistracted and not directly 
observed. It never applies during a 
contest. You must describe the thing 
that almost went wrong, and weave a 
convincing tale explaining how your 
instincts and skills let you get away with 
your theft.

Gambling
You are conversant with the rules and 
etiquette of all forms of gambling, from 
Texas hold ‘em and roulette to horse 
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0 racing and numbers rackets. To win (or 

strategically lose) at a game of chance 
or sporting flutter requires a Gambling 
test, or a contest if played against an NPC 
with the Gambling ability. In addition to 
playing by the rules and winning, you can:

 spot cheating, either by the 
house or by another player

 stack a deck, rig a horse race, 
load dice, or otherwise cheat

Palming cards, tiles, or dice is allowed as 
a Gambling test; anything else requires 
Conceal or Filch.

Gambling doubles as an Investigative
ability when used to:

 calculate the odds of events 
ruled by probabilities

 use Bullshit Detector on professional 
gamblers despite their poker faces

 interact with gamblers and 
blend in at casinos

The Director is well within her rights to 
disallow Gambling tests to score millions 
on Ascot or the World Cup. That said, an 
agent may well try gambling with high 
rollers as a means of funding the team’s 
operations — at the risk of acquiring 
more Heat, of course (see p. 87).

 In realistic campaigns, there is 
no skill to winning at many games of 
chance, such as roulette or baccarat: 
only financial resources and the will to 
quit when you’re ahead. This ability still 
applies to those games where reading 
the other player, knowledge of the track, 
or calculating the odds are actually 
valuable: poker, blackjack, horse racing, 
etc.

Luck of the Devil
If your Gambling rating is 8 or more, roll 
a die at the beginning of each session. 
During that session, you may substitute 
the result on that die for any single die 
result for your agent or for anyone 
opposing him in a contest or combat. 
This new result counts as an “unmodified 
result” for purposes of, e.g., Critical Hits 
or Throws (see pp. 73 and p. 76, 
respectively).

You have Gambling 8, entitling you to 
the Luck of the Devil. At the beginning 
of the session, you roll a die and get a 

some Chechen gangsters and roll a 2 on 
Shooting. You can change that 2 to a 5 

now, but you wait and see how the combat 
goes. Indeed, the next round you hit the 
boss Chechen but roll only a 1 for damage. 
You change that 1 to a 5, enough to take 
the thug out of action. If, instead, you 
had rolled a 1 at the beginning of the 
session, you might have changed one of 
the Chechens’ successful Shooting rolls to 
a 1 at some critical point in the fray.

The Director may, if the situation is 
dramatic enough, ask you to describe the 

unlikely event that gave you the upper 
hand: the sun reflecting into the foe’s 
eyes, a “magic bullet” bounce off a rib 
into the throat, or a truck backing out of 
an alley blocking the pursuing car.

Hand-to-Hand
You can hold your own in a hand-to-hand 
fight, whether you wish to kill, knock 
out, restrain, or evade your opponent. 
For this purpose, “hand-to-hand” covers 
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all sorts of unarmed combat, from 
aikido matches to bar brawls to muy thai 
kickboxing bouts.

You can also use Hand-to-Hand as 
an Investigative ability to determine 
where a combatant has trained, and in 
which martial art if any, or to interact 
with devotees of a given gym or dojo as 
a pugilistic equal.

Using brass knuckles, a sap, or a roll 
of coins balled in your fist is a Hand-
to-Hand attack. Using anything else is a 
Weapons attack.

 Eye of the Tiger
If your Hand-to-Hand rating is 8 or more, 
you can spend 1 Hand-to-Hand pool point 
to assess your opponent and determine 
his toughness. The Director will tell you 
if the opponent’s Hand-to-Hand rating is 
within 1 point of your rating, lower than 
that, or higher than that.

Thriller Rules
Having a Hand-to-Hand rating of 8+ 
also allows the Extra Attacks (p. 74), 
Martial Arts (p. 75), and Mook Shield 
(p. 76) options from the Thriller 
Combat rules, if your campaign uses 
them, and the Breakfall option on p. 
80.

Health
Health is an abstract, general indicator 
of your survivability. It includes your 
ability to avoid lasting damage with the 
kind of luck only thriller heroes seem 
to have. It also measures your ability 
to sustain injuries, resist infection, and 
survive the effects of toxins. When you 
get hit in the course of a fight, your Health 
pool is diminished. A higher Health pool 
allows you to stay in a fight longer before 
succumbing to your injuries.

When your Health pool is depleted, 
you may be dazed, wounded, or monster 
chow. For more on this, see p. 63.

You begin with 4 free rating points in 
Health.

 In a DUST game, your Health rating 
is capped at 10.

Infiltration
You’re good at placing yourself inside 
places you have no right to be. You can:

 pick locks (including handcuff locks)
 deactivate or evade security systems

 enter and hotwire a locked car
 move silently
 hide in shadows or cover
 evade visual security, whether 
guards or cameras

 find suitable places for forced 
entry, and use them

Despite its name, Infiltration is as useful 
for getting out of places undetected as it 
is for getting into them.

Use Infiltration to hide in cover or 
to creep around unnoticed. To hide in 
a crowd, to sneakily or cleverly shake a 
pursuer, or to stealthily follow a target, 
use Surveillance. To outrun a pursuer, 
abseil onto a roof, or climb a fence, use 
Athletics.

Open Sesame
If your Infiltration rating is 8 or more, 
you can automatically pick or bypass 
any normal, commercial door lock or 
alarm (on buildings or vehicles) without 
a test. (Otherwise, the Difficulty for 
such a lock is 2.) Many locks require 
specialized tools, possession of which 
without a locksmith’s license is a criminal 
offense in most jurisdictions. Complex 
or tricky locks may still require tests to 
open them speedily, to avoid noise or 
damage, or to relock afterward. Safes, 
handcuffs, security doors, and so forth 
always require tests of Infiltration.

Mechanics
You’re good at building, repairing, 
operating, and disabling mechanical, 
electrical, or electronic devices from 
catapults to DVD players to key parts 
of a city’s power grid. Given the right 
components, you can create jury-rigged 
devices, booby traps (see p. 98), 
or weapons from odd bits of scrap. 
This ability also covers using heavy 
machinery and equipment such as cranes 
or artillery.

Mechanics doubles as an Investigative
ability when used to:

 evaluate the quality of workmanship 
used to create an item

 discover a hidden panel or 
compartment in a built object

 determine the function 
of a given gadget

 tap telephone lines or 
fiberoptic cables

 spot junction boxes, transformers, 
or other elements of an 
electrical power system

 spot non-fatal tampering with 
or sabotage of a device

 use any mechanical, electrical, or 
electronic device in good repair 
as intended for an investigative 
(clue-gathering) purpose

Swiss Army Prep
If your Mechanics rating is 8 or more, 
you can spend Mechanics pool points for 
Preparedness tests, as long as you provide 
a jaunty, Burn Notice-style explanation 
of how you repurposed this gadget or 
component. If your agent is present, you 
can even spend Mechanics pool points 
for another agent’s Preparedness tests: 
each 2 points you spend counting as 1 
point for their Preparedness test.

Medic
You can perform first aid on sick or 
injured individuals. For every 1 Medic 
point you spend, you heal 2 points of 
damage to others or 1 point to yourself. 
For more on the use of this ability, see 
p. 62.

 Medical School  
of Hard Knocks
If your Medic rating is 8 or more, you 
receive 1 free rating point in Diagnosis.

Network
This ability represents your network of 
professional contacts. It works something 
like Cover in play; at any time, you may 
reveal or remember the existence of a 
member of your network in a given city. 
Assign this contact his own pool of points 
taken from your unassigned Network pool; 
that contact’s capacity to locate safe houses, 
import guns, provide false papers, etc. 
will resolve as a test of that contact’s pool 
against a Difficulty generally dependent on 
the level of Heat (see p. 87) and on the 
local jurisdiction. Finding an AKM assault 
rifle in Bosnia is easier than finding one 
in Manchester; crossing the border into 
Ireland is easier than crossing into Iran.

 Your Network contacts do not 
necessarily know which agency you 
worked for, or even that you are (or were) 
a spy. They are simply people from before 
the campaign started who owe you or are 
otherwise disposed to help you out.
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newly invoked or previously existing) 
to get you out of confinement or arrest 
costs double the points: 2 points spent 
from his pool adds 1 to the die roll for 
your release.

Once a contact has exhausted his 
pool, he has left too many traces and 
will likely be killed or turned by the 
opposition. You may wind up using 
experience points to keep useful 
contacts alive.

Every player character begins with 
15 free points in Network. Unlike other 
General abilities, Network does not 
refresh during or after an operation; it 
can only be “refilled” with experience 
points.

 In MIRROR games, the Director 
picks one contact per session (not 
one contact per agent per session) 
and secretly makes one unmodified 
roll against that contact’s pool. If the 
Director’s roll beats the contact’s pool 
points, the opposition flips that contact 
— or the contact has retroactively been 
an opposition asset or double agent all 
along. That contact might betray the 
character at the next inconvenient 
opportunity, or remain in place to 
covertly inform on the agent to the 
opposition.

 In BURN games, stark psychological 
isolation cuts your network back. You 
start with a number of free points in 
Network dependent on the number of 
regularly attending players:

In BURN games, losing a contact to the 
opposition also costs you 1 Stability or 
Interpersonal rating point.

 In MIRROR games, the Director 
picks one contact per session (not one 
contact per agent per session) and secretly 
makes one unmodified roll against that 
contact’s pool. If the Director’s roll beats 
the contact’s pool points, the opposition 
flips that contact — or the contact has 

retroactively been an opposition asset 
or double agent all along. That contact 
might betray the character at the next 
inconvenient opportunity, or remain in 
place to covertly inform on the agent to 
the opposition.

Investigative Networking
Network contacts don’t just do things 
for you; they can also know things for 
you. This is George Smiley’s great skill 
in the Le Carré novels: he knows people 
who know where the bodies are buried, 
and he can get them to talk. You might 
know someone from your old agency 
with a good memory for case files, or 
a specialist at University who briefed 
you on a topic, or a source you ran last 
decade who knows the whole Libyan 
arms smuggling scene backwards. Think 
of investigative uses of Network as 
Research into potentially classified or 
dangerous information: the result might 
be a phone call, a forwarded data dump, 
or a physical copy of an asset’s report. 
Investigative uses of Network can also 
resemble spends on Bureaucracy, Human 
Terrain, Streetwise, Tradecraft, or even, 
in some campaigns, Vampirology or 
Occult Studies.

This is a great tool to use when you’re 
stuck. You usually can’t ask a Network 
contact “Who’s behind these killings?” 
but you can ask “Who investigated 
these killings four years ago, and what 
did they find out, and what happened 
to them?” Decide what you need to 
know, determine how much of that 
kind of information might be available 
to anyone outside the opposition, and 
create a Network contact whose business 
it is to know such things. In general, an 
investigative Network contact provides 
a direction to search, another source to 
shake down, or otherwise narrows down 
the field of speculation.

If you tap a Network contact for 
information instead of action, spend 
1 point from that contact’s pool. If it’s 
a real data dump or red-hot intel, the 
Director may charge you 2 points; use the 
difference between a 1-point and 2-point 
investigative spend as a guideline. The 
Director will never charge you for a core 
clue delivered by a Network contact.

You can use the pool points of a single 
Network contact for both information 
and action, of course.

Piloting
Although almost anyone can paddle 
a canoe or even row a dinghy, you 
can pilot small boats (motorboats, 
sailboats, dories) or single-engine light 
aircraft (Cessna 172 or the equivalent) 
with professional aplomb and serene 
confidence. You can:

 evade or conduct pursuit
 anticipate bad weather
 avoid crashes, or minimize 
damage from crashes

 spot tampering with a vehicle
 navigate by compass or the 
stars, read maps, and maintain 
a sense of direction

 maintain high speed under 
unfavorable weather conditions

 perform dives, spins, rolls, 
and other piloting stunts

 conduct emergency repairs

Piloting acts as an Investigative ability 
when used to:

 evaluate or estimate the performance 
or condition of an air or water craft

 predict, evaluate, or plan a 
flight plan or ship’s course

 determine where a given air 
or water craft can be safely or 
discreetly landed or moored

 interact with pilots or watermen 
as a professional equal

A rating of 1 in Piloting allows you to 
select either small boats or single-engine 
light aircraft. For every additional 

 A Little Help  
From Your Friends

Network can be another one of those 

abilities which, like MOS, help bridge the 

gap in parts of your plan where you don’t 

seem to have the right tools in your bag. 

Need a crooked professor of art history 

to pass off a forgery? Done. Civil servant 

willing to look the other way while you 

is the skill about pulling people out of 

your ass, so don’t be afraid to use it that 

way.  You can get a lot of utility out of only 

a few points, if you’re willing to let the 

vampires eat your contacts when they’re 

no longer of use to you.

#  OF 
PLAYERS

STARTING 
NETWORK POINTS 
IN BURN MODE

2

3

4

5+

12
8
6
4
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rating point in Piloting, you may add 
an additional air or water vehicle type 
to your repertoire, such as: small boats, 
single-engine light aircraft, barges and 
tugs, helicopters, yachts, multi-engine 
jets, remotely piloted vehicles and 
UAVs, jet-skis, hang gliders, and cargo 
ships. You may choose exotic types, like 
airships, midget submarines, and fighter 
jets, although it’s best to wait until you 
actually have access to one to fill the slot. 
Like the additional vehicles available 
with extra points in Driving, you may 
add them opportunistically in play if you 
have unassigned points.

If you have both Piloting and Mechanics, 
you can soup up a powered craft to 
increase its performance (see p. 102).

Grand Theft Aero
Or, if you prefer, Grand Theft Aqua.

If your Piloting rating is 8 or more, 
you can spend 1 Piloting point to steal 
and start any standard civilian or police 
vehicle (air or water) that you can pilot. 
Military craft and other extraordinarily 
secure vehicles still require an Infiltration 
test to boost. At Piloting 8+, you can 
also create bogus flight plans or port 
documents to allow rapid departure, 
although they may still require Digital 
Intrusion to insert into the system or 
Forgery to make sure of all the necessary 
stamps.

Thriller Rules
A Piloting rating of 8+ also allows the 
Gear Devil option on p. 56 of the 
Thriller Chase rules, if your campaign 
uses them.

Preparedness
You expertly anticipate the needs of any 
operation by packing a kit efficiently 
arranged with necessary gear. Assuming 
you have immediate access to your kit, 
you can produce whatever object the team 
needs to overcome an obstacle. You make 
a simple test (p. 48); if you succeed, 
you have the item you want. You needn’t 
do this in advance of the adventure, but 
can dig into your kit bag (provided you’re 
able to get to it) as the need arises.

Items of obvious utility to a covert 
operation or anti-undead hit job do not 
require a test. These include but are 
not limited to: smart phones, weapons, 
detonators, flashlights, binoculars, 

batteries, gloves, zip cuffs, duct tape, 
rations, cigarettes and lighters, multi-
tools, magnifying glasses, pocket mirrors, 
garlic, stakes, and crucifixes.

Other abilities imply the possession 
of basic gear suitable to their core tasks. 
Characters with Medic or Diagnose have 
their own first aid kits or medical bags; 
Photographers come with cameras. If you 
have Shooting, you have a gun, Digital 
Intrusion, you have a laptop, and so 
on. Preparedness does not intrude into 
their territory. It covers general-purpose 
investigative equipment, plus oddball 
items — a Ouija board, a baseball, a 
tube of Super Glue, a gas mask — that 
suddenly come in handy in the course of 
the story. The traditional “rappelling line 
just long enough to get me down off this 
building” is a classic Preparedness feat of 
the spy thriller genre; having it in your 
pack might be Difficulty 3, while having 
it coiled, hooked on your belt, and ready 
to go with a jump is Difficulty 6.

The sorts of items you can produce 
at a moment’s notice depend not on 
your rating or pool, but on narrative 
credibility. If the Director determines 
that your possession of an item would 
seem ludicrous, anachronistic, or out of 
genre, you don’t get to roll for it. You 
simply don’t have it. Any item which 
elicits a laugh from the group when 
suggested is probably out of bounds.

Inappropriate use of the Preparedness 
ability is like pornography. Your Director 
will know it when she sees it.

Cache
A special use of Preparedness allows you 
to locate a cache of equipment stashed 
by you or by your former agency. See p. 
94 for details.

In the Nick of Time
If you have a Preparedness rating of 8 
or more, you can have also retroactively 
prepared specific timely actions, such as:

 a smoke bomb or incendiary 
going off as a diversion

 the power suddenly being cut 
off in the office building

 a gun smuggled in earlier 
and pre-positioned in the 
drop ceiling above you

 a traffic-snarling parade whose 
route you researched before 
the operation began

 a bomb threat evacuating the mall
 a sudden peal of church bells thanks 
to an earlier generous contribution

 a previous switch of the 
briefcase for an identical one 
with different contents

You must have had opportunity and the 
means to set up the action — which 
can include the help of fellow agents 
who “suddenly realize what you asked” 
when the stop lights all turn red. (This, 
by the way, is an excellent reason 
to keep pre-mission planning more 
impressionistic: more “blank space” 
available for preparation.) You must 
still make a Preparedness test, and you 
must still convince the Director that 
your precaution is credible. If the action 
required a test (of Digital Intrusion, 
Explosive Devices, Infiltration, 
Mechanics, etc.) you or your then-
unwitting collaborator must make it 
successfully.

Sense Trouble
This ability allows you to perceive 
(either with sight or other senses) 
potential hazards to yourself or others. 
For example, you can:

 hear the click of a safety 
being taken off

 see a flittering shape cross the moon
 smell the charnel reek of a ghoul’s 
breath in the windowless warehouse

 notice the tiny marks on 
the inspector’s wrist

 have a bad feeling about that 
glassy-eyed border guard at the 
seemingly deserted checkpoint

Players never know the Difficulty 
numbers for Sense Trouble before 
deciding how many points to spend, even 
in games where Directors generously 
inform the players of other Difficulty 
numbers. Players must blindly choose 
how much to spend. The Director does 
not roll, so even a failed roll allows the 
group the sense that something is amiss. 
They just don’t know exactly what 
this is. Think of it as the game system 
equivalent of tension-building eerie 
music in a horror movie.

The Director should never require 
the use of this General ability to find 
clues to the problem at hand. Instead, 
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use Investigative abilities, defaulting 
to Notice when no ability seems more 
appropriate. Sense Trouble is for a 
scenario’s action-oriented sequences. In 
short, if not seeing something will get 
you attacked, it’s Sense Trouble.

Sense Trouble can also be used as the 
ability to specifically locate the source 
of an already-discovered problem: the 
ticking bomb, the concealed sniper, the 
soul-drinking rune.

Combat Intuition
If you have a Sense Trouble rating of 8 
or more, you can use your Sense Trouble 
rating (not pool) instead of another 
ability to determine your order of action 
in a contest or combat (see p. 61).

Shooting
You are adept with personal firearms, 
including their field stripping, repair, 
and identification. This skill also, for 
game-mechanical simplicity, covers 
crossbows and similar trigger-operated 
missile weapons, as well as RPGs, squad 
weapons (mortars and machine guns), 
shoulder-fired missiles, and the like.

Operating heavy artillery requires 
either Driving (for weapons mounted 
on tanks or self-propelled guns), 
Piloting (for weapons mounted on air 
or watercraft), or Mechanics.

You can spend 2 points from your 
Shooting pool to attempt to hit a target 
at Long range with a pistol, or at up to 
500 meters with a rifle. This spend does 
not adjust your roll; it makes it possible 
in the first place. (See Extended Range,
p. 67)

Thriller Rules
Having a Shooting rating of 8+ allows 
the Extra Attacks (p. 74), Sniping 
(p. 76), Special Weapons Training (p. 
76), Suppressive Fire (p. 77), and 
Technothriller Monologue (p. 77) 
actions from the Thriller Combat rules, 
if your campaign uses them.

Shrink
You can provide comfort, perspective 
and solace to the mentally troubled. 
You may be a therapist or counselor, a 
priest or pastor, or just a empathetic 
and intuitive individual. You can restore 
panicked characters to a state of calm (p. 
85), and treat any long-term mental 
illnesses they accrue in the course of 
their operations (p. 85).

 Talk It Out
If your Shrink rating is 8 or more, 
you receive 1 free rating point in 
one of: Bullshit Detector, Flattery, 
Interrogation, or Reassurance.

Stability
Jarring or stressful events can exert a 
damaging, long-lasting psychological 
toll. Confrontation with monsters or 
other supernatural phenomena might 
provoke outright madness. Your Stability 
rating indicates your resistance to mental 
trauma and psychic attack, along with 
general willpower and self-possession.

All player characters start with 
Stability 4 for free.

 In a BURN game, your Stability is 
capped at 12.
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Surveillance
You’re good at watching and following 
targets without revealing your presence. 
You can:

 guide a team to follow a target for 
short periods, handing off to the 
next in sequence, so the target 
doesn’t realize he’s being trailed

 use telescopic viewing 
equipment to keep watch on 
a target from a distance

 find undetectable vantage 
points for single-point coverage 
by eyeball or video

 maintain a stakeout without 
rousing your target’s suspicion

 anticipate blind spots in your 
coverage and plan for them, 
or use them to “dry clean” 
your own shadowers

 determine a target’s regular 
pattern, including any chokepoints 
suitable for ambush or snatch jobs

 hide in plain sight or 
blend into a crowd

 listen at doors or windows without 
being overheard yourself

 spot a tail, stakeout, or other 
non-electronic surveillance 
of another person

Spotting a tail or otther non-electronic 
surveillance of yourself might be 
Surveillance (if spotting the tail probably 
won’t lead to combat) or Sense Trouble 
(if it will lead to combat); the Director 
should use her best judgment.

Use Infiltration to creep around 
unnoticed, and to hide in cover. To hide 
in a crowd or blend into the background, 
to sneakily or cleverly shake a pursuer, 
or to stealthily follow a target, use 
Surveillance. To outrun a pursuer, use 
Athletics.

 The Wire
8 or more points in Surveillance grants 
you 1 free point of the Investigative 
ability Electronic Surveillance.

Weapons
You are skilled in the use of personal 
hand weapons such as knives, swords, 
or flexible batons. This ability covers 
most thrown melee weapons; throwing 
grenades falls under Athletics.

Using brass knuckles, a sap, or a roll 
of coins balled in your fist is a Hand-to-
Hand attack. Anything else falls under 
Weapons.

Quincey Morris’ Bowie Knife

If your Weapons rating is 8 or more, you 
can throw any balanced hand weapon 
(e.g., fighting knife, tomahawk, scalpel) 
at a target within Near range at no 
penalty to Difficulty or damage.

Thriller Rules

Having a Weapons rating of 8+ also 
allows the Extra Attacks (p. 74), 
Martial Arts (p. 75), and Special 
Weapons Training (p. 76) options 
from the Thriller Combat rules, if your 
campaign uses them.

personality and dossier

With your various abilities assigned, 
and most likely some idea of your 
background and experiences, it’s time to 
finish putting together your character. If 
you’d like, of course, you can start at this 
end and build your agent’s emotional 
core first, then decide what experiences 
might have shaped her that way. From 
those elements, you can work up a 
background or two, and then build out 
her abilities as they become apparent.

One interesting way to get a handle 
on your agent’s personality is to look 
at her Interpersonal abilities: what 
does her point spread indicate she 
values the most? Not just the obvious 
signals of Intimidation or Flirting at 3; 
Cop Talk 3 might indicate gregarious 

professionalism; Negotiation 3 an 
openness to new experience; Bullshit 
Detector or Tradecraft 3 might both 
signal incipient paranoia.

Conversely, an Interpersonal ability 
left at 0 implies the agent never uses that 
technique: why not? An Interrogation 
of 0 might indicate a gentle core that 
shrinks from breaking a subject, a clear 
sadism that reduces targets to babbling 
inanities or psychotic defiance, or 
psychological scarring from the agent’s 
previous experiences being interrogated 
during SERE or in Syria.

The finishing touches — brand of 
cigarettes, ethnic heritage, dress sense, 
family history, accent, etc. — can come 
now or emerge in play. If you haven’t 

named your agent, or at least given him 
a cool-sounding alias, do it now.

 Sources of  
 
Stability  
In campaigns using Sources of Stability, 
you must identify what and who keeps 
you sane when the stress of your life of 
lies, violence, and fear threatens to shred 
your psyche. These provide you with 
the strength, release, and hope to keep 
fighting the good fight and going back 
into that crypt every night.

Damages or threats to your Sources 
of Stability trigger immediate, difficult 
Stability tests (see p. 81). If you 


